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Abstract. We study some arithmetic properties of the Ramanujan function
τ(n), such as the largest prime divisorP(τ(n)) and the number of distinct prime
divisors ω(τ(n)) of τ(n) for various sequences ofn. In particular, we show that
P(τ(n)) ≥ (logn)33/31+o(1) for infinitely manyn, and

P(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)) > (1+o(1))
log logplog log logp

loglog log logp

for every primep with τ(p) 6= 0.
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1. Introduction

Let τ(n) denote theRamanujan functiondefined by the expansion

X
∞

∏
n=1

(1−Xn)24 =
∞

∑
n=1

τ(n)Xn, |X| < 1.

For any integern we write ω(n) for the number of distinct prime factors ofn, P(n)
for the largest prime factor ofn andQ(n) for the largest square-free factor ofn with the
convention thatω(0) = ω(±1) = 0 andP(0) = P(±1) = Q(0) = Q(±1) = 1.

In this note, we study the numbersω(τ(n)), P(τ(n)) andQ(τ(n)) asn ranges over
various sets of positive integers.

The following basic properties ofτ(n) underline our approach which is similar to those
of [9,13]:

• τ(n) is an integer-valued multiplicative function; that is,τ(m)τ(n) = τ(mn) if
gcd(m,n) = 1.

• For any primep, and an integerr ≥ 0, τ(pr+2) = τ(pr+1)τ(p)− p11τ(pr), where
τ(1) = 1.
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In particular, the identity

τ(p2) = τ(p)2− p11 (1)

plays a crucial role in our arguments.
It is also useful to recall that by the famous result of Deligne

|τ(p)| ≤ 2p11/2 and |τ(n)| ≤ n11/2+o(1) (2)

for any primep and positive integern (see [7]).
One of the possible approaches to studying arithmetic properties ofτ(n) is to remark

that the valuesur = τ(2r) form a Lucas sequence satisfying the following binary recur-
rence relation

ur+2 = −24ur+1−2048ur, r = 0,1, . . . , (3)

with the initial valuesu0 = 1, u1 = −24. By the primitive divisor theorem for Lucas
sequences which claims that each sufficiently large termur has at least one new prime
divisor (see [2] for the most general form of this assertion), we conclude that

ω

(

∏
r≤z

τ(2r)

)

≥ z+O(1),

leading to the inequality

ω





 ∏
n≤x

τ(n) 6=0

τ(n)






≥

(

1
log2

+o(1)

)

logx

asx→ ∞. In particular, we derive that for infinitely manyn,

P(τ(n)) ≥ lognloglogn.

A stronger conditional result, under theABC-conjecture, is given in [10]. We also have

Q(τ(n)) ≥ n(log2+o(1))/ logloglogn

for infinitely manyn (see eq. (16) in [14]).
Furthermore, sinceur |us, wheneverr +1|s+1, it follows that if for sufficiently larges

we setk = lcm[2, . . . ,s+1]−1, thenτ(2k) is divisible byτ(2r) for all r ≤ s. Thus, setting
n = 2k we get

ω(τ(n)) ≥ s+O(1) =

(

1
log2

+o(1)

)

logk≥

(

1
log2

+o(1)

)

log logn

asn→ ∞. Here, we use different approaches to improve on these bounds.
Our results are based on some bounds for smooth numbers, thatis, integersn with

restrictedP(n) (see [5,16]). We also use results onS -unit equations (see [3]). We recall
that for a given finite set of primesS , a rationalu = s/t 6= 0 with gcd(s,t) = 1 is called
anS -unit if all prime divisors of boths andt are contained inS . Finally, we also use
bounds on linear forms inq-adic logarithms (see [17]).
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We recall that in [8] it is shown under the extended Riemann hypothesis thatω(τ(p))∼
log logp holds for almost all primespand thatω(τ(N))∼ 0.5(loglogN)2 holds for almost
all positive integersN.

Throughout the paper, the implied constants in the symbols ‘O’, ‘ ≫’ and ‘≪’ are abso-
lute (recall that the notationsU ≪ V andV ≫ U are equivalent to the statement that
U = O(V) for positive functionsU andV). We also use the symbol ‘o’ with its usual
meaning: the statementU = o(V) is equivalent toU/V → 0.

We always use the lettersp andq to denote prime numbers.

2. Divisors of the Ramanujan function

Theorem 1. There exist infinitely many n such thatτ(n) 6= 0and P(τ(n))≥ (logn)33/31+o(1).

Proof. For a constantA > 0 and a realzwe define the set

SA(z) = {n≤ z: P(n) ≤ (logn)A}.

For everyA > 1, we have #SA(z) = z1−1/A+o(1), asz→ ∞ (see eq. (1.14) in [5] or Theo-
rem 2 in§ III.5.1 of [16]).

Let x > 0 be sufficiently large. By a result of Serre [11], the estimate #{p≤ y: τ(p) =
0} ≪ y/(logy)3/2 holds asy tends to infinity. Applying this estimate withy = x1/2, it
follows that there are onlyo(π(y)) primesp < y such thatτ(p) = 0. It is also obvious
from (1) thatτ(p2) 6= 0.

Assume that for someA with 1 < A < 33/31, we have the inequalityP(τ(p)τ(p2)) ≤
(logy)A for all remaining primesp≤ y. We see from (1) and (2) that|τ(p2)| =
|τ(p)2 − p11| ≤ 3p11 ≤ 3y11. Denoting z1 = 3y11 and z2 = 2p11/2, we deduce that
for (1 + o(1))π(y) = y1+o(1) primes p < y with τ(p) 6= 0, we have a representation
p11 = s2

1−s2, wheresi ∈ SA(zi), i = 1,2. Thus

y1+o(1) ≤ #SA(z1)#SA(z2) ≤ (z1z2)
1−1/A+o(1) ≤ (6y33/2)1−1/A+o(1),

which is impossible forA < 33/31. This completes the proof. 2

We remark in passing that the above proof shows that the inequality P(τ(p)τ(p2)) >
(logp)33/31+o(1) holds for almost all primesp.

Theorem 2. The estimate

ω









∏
p<x1/3

τ(p) 6=0

τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)









≥

(

1
6log7

+o(1)

)

logx

holds as x tends to infinity.

Proof. Let x be a large positive integer and puty = x1/3. Let R be the set of odd primes
p≤ ysuch thatτ(p) 6= 0. Note that sinceτ(p) 6= 0, it follows thatτ(p2) 6= 0 andτ(p3) 6= 0.
Let

M = ∏
p∈R

τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3) and s= ω(M).
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Sinceτ(p2) = τ(p)2− p11 andτ(p3) = τ(p)(τ(p)2−2p11), eliminatingp11, we get the
equation

1 =
2τ(p2)

τ(p)2 −
τ(p3)

τ(p)3 .

We claim that the rational numbers 2τ(p2)/τ(p)2 are distinct for distinct odd primes.
Indeed, if τ(p2

1)/τ(p1)
2 = τ(p2

2)/τ(p2)
2 for two distinct odd primesp1, p2, we get

that p11
1 /τ(p1)

2 = p11
2 /τ(p2)

2, or p11
1 τ(p2)

2 = p11
2 τ(p1)

2. Therefore,p11
1 |τ(p1)

2. Thus,
p12

1 |τ(p1)
2, which is impossible forp1 > 3 because of (2), and can be checked by hand

to be impossible forp1 = 3.
Let S be the set of all prime divisors ofM. Thus, #S = s. We see that the equation

u−v= 1 has #R distinct solutions in theS -units

(u,v) =

(

2τ(p2)

τ(p)2 ,
τ(p3)

τ(p)3

)

. (4)

It is known (see [3]), that the number of solutions of such aS -unit equation isO(72s).
We thus get that 72s ≫ #R = (1+o(1))π(y), giving

s≥
1

6log7
(1+o(1)) logx

asx→ ∞, which finishes the proof. 2

Theorem 3. The estimate

P(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)) > (1+o(1))
loglogploglog logp

logloglog logp

holds as p tends to infinity through primes such thatτ(p) 6= 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we consider the equationu− v = 1, having the
solution (4) for every primep with τ(p) 6= 0. Write

u = E/D and v = F/D,

whereD is the smallest positive common denominator ofu andv. Then

E = Du = 2D−2p11D/τ(p)2 and F = Dv = D−2Dp11/τ(p)2

are integers with gcd(E,F) = 1, and sinceE − F = D, we also have gcd(D,E) =
gcd(D,F) = 1.

We note the inequalities

D ≪ p11 and p≪ max{|E|, |F|} ≪ p22. (5)

Indeed, the upper bounds follow directly from (2). It also follows from (2) thatp6 6 | τ(p).
This shows thatp11/τ(p)2 is a rational number whose numerator is a multiple ofp. In
particular,

E−2F =
2Dp11

τ(p)2 ≥ p,

which implies the lower bound in (5).
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We haveP(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)) ≥ ℓ, whereℓ = P(EDF).
Let t = ω(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)). By (5), we see that there exists a primeq and a positive

integerα such thatqα divides one ofE or F andqα ≫ p1/t .
First we assume thatqα |E = D−F, and write

D =
t

∏
j=1

q
β j
j and F =

t

∏
j=1

q
γ j
j ,

with some primesq j and non-negative integersβ j ,γ j such that min{β j ,γ j} = 0 for all
j = 1, . . . ,t (clearly,βi = γi = 0 for qi = q). By (5), we also have

B = max
j=1,...,t

{β j ,γ j}≪ max{logD, log|E|} ≪ logp.

Using the lower bound for linear forms inq-adic logarithms of Yu [17], we derive

α ≤ qct logB
t

∏
j=1

logq j ≪ ℓ(clogℓ)t log logp (6)

with some absolute constantc > 0. Since also

α ≫
logp
t logq

≥
logp
t logℓ

,

we get

logp
loglogp

≪ ℓt(clogℓ)t ≪ ℓ(2clogℓ)t .

Hence,

loglogp≤ t(1+o(1)) loglogℓ. (7)

By the prime number theorem (see [4]), we have

t ≤ (1+o(1))
ℓ

logℓ
,

which together with (7) leads us to

(1+o(1))
loglogplog loglogp

logloglog logp
≤ t.

The caseqα |F = D−E can be considered completely analogously which concludes
the proof. 2

We recall that theABC-conjecture asserts that for any fixedε > 0 the inequality

Q(abc)≫ (max|a|, |b|, |c|)1−ε

holds for any relatively prime integersa,b,c with a+ b = c. Thus, in the notation of the
proof of Theorem 3, we immediately conclude from (5) that theABC-conjecture yields

Q(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)) ≥ Q(DEF) ≥ p1+o(1).
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Thus, by the prime number theorem,

P(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)) ≥ (1+o(1)) logp.

The best known unconditional result of Stewart and Yu [15] towards theABC-conjecture
implies that

Q(τ(p)τ(p2)τ(p3)) ≥ Q(DEF) ≥ (logp)3+o(1).

3. Factorials and the Ramanujan function

In [6], all the positive integer solutions(m,n) of the equationf (m!) = n! were found,
wheref is any one of the multiplicative arithmetical functionsϕ , σ , d, which are the Euler
function, the sum of divisors function, and the number of divisors function, respectively.
Further results on such problems have been obtained by Baczkowski [1]. Here, we study
this problem for the Ramanujan function.

Theorem 4. There are only finitely many effectively computable pairs ofpositive integers
(m,n) such that|τ(m!)| = n!.

Proof. Assume that(m,n) are positive integers such thatτ(m!) = n!. By (2) and the Stir-
ling formula

exp((1+o(1))nlogn) = n! = τ(m!) < (m!)11/2+o(1)

< exp((11/2+o(1))mlogm),

asm tends to infinity. Thus, we conclude that ifm is sufficiently large, thenn < 6m.
Let ν(m) be the order at which the prime 2 appears in the prime factorization ofm!. It

is clear thatν(m) > m/2 if m is sufficiently large. Sinceτ is multiplicative, it follows that
uν(m) = τ(2ν(m))|n!, where the Lucas sequenceur is given by (3) withu0 = 1, u1 = −24.

For r ≥ 1, we putζr = exp(2π i/r) and consider the sequencevr = Φr(α,β ) where

Φr(X,Y) = ∏
1≤k≤r

gcd(k,r)=1

(X− ζ k
r Y).

It is known thatvr |ur . It is also known (see [2]), thatvr = ArBr , whereAr andBr > 0 are
integers,|Ar | ≤ 6(r +1) and every prime factor ofBr is congruent to±1(mod r +1). Let
α andβ be the two roots of the characteristic equationλ 2−24λ −2048= 0. Since both
inequalities|vk| ≤ 2|α|k+1 and|vk| ≥ |α|k+1−γ log(k+1) hold for all positive integersk with
some absolute constantγ (see, for example, Theorem 3.1 on p. 64 in [12]), it follows that

6(r +1)Br ≥ 2−τ(r+1)αϕ(r+1)−γτ(r+1) log(r+1)

= |α|ϕ(r+1)+O(τ(r+1) log(r+1)).

Sinceϕ(r +1)≫ r/ log logr, andτ(r +1) log(r +1) = ro(1), the above inequality implies
that

Br > |α|ϕ(r+1)/2

wheneverr is sufficiently large.
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In particular, we see thatBν(m)|τ(m!), has all prime factorsℓ ≡±1(mod ν(m)+1),
and is of the size

Bν(m) > exp(cm/ loglogm),

wherec is some positive constant.
However, sinceBν(m)|n! andn < 6m, it follows that all prime factorsℓ of Bν(m) satisfy

ℓ < 6m. Sinceν(m) > m/2, there are at most 26 primesℓ < 6mwith ℓ≡±1 (mod ν(m)+
1). Furthermore, again sinceBν(m)|n!, n < 6m, and all prime factorsℓ of Bν(m) satisfy
ℓ ≡±1(mod ν(m)+1), it follows thatℓ14 ∤ Bν(m). Hence,

Bν(m) < (6m)26·13 = mO(1).

Comparing this with the above lower bound onBν(m), we conclude thatm is bounded.
2
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